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Military presence "irks people" -  Anandasangaree 
A senior Tamil politician in Sri Lanka has questioned the government’s increased 

spending on housing for defence personnel in the north and east. Mr 

Anandasangaree, leader of the TULF has questioned this rationale when 

thousands of displaced Tamils are sheltered in bare minimum tenements 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sinhala/news/story/2010/08/100816_sangaree_llrc.shtml 
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Reversing lessons learnt and reconciliation- Jehan Perera 
It is ironic that at the same time as the government-appointed Commission on 

Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation has begun its public hearings, its reverse has 

taken the centre stage in the country. The lessons of the past were ignored and 

reconciliation for the future that embraces the entirety of the country suffered a 

major setback. http://www.srilankaguardian.org/2010/08/reversing-lessons-learnt-and.html  
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Will Lessons Learnt Commission establish real authors of failed CFA? 
Now that former Peace Secretariat Chief, Ambassador Bernard Gunatilleke has 

said that the LTTE was directly involved in the drafting of the Norwegian-

arranged CFA, the Lessons Learnt Commission, could make an attempt to 

ascertain the extent of the LTTE’s involvement, sources close to the failed peace 

process said. 
http://www.island.lk/index.php?page_cat=article-details&page=article-details&code_title=4544  
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Traditional Hindu temples in East destroyed, replaced with Buddhist 

Viharas: MP 
"Sri Lanka government is systematically destructing Hindu temples in the 

Eastern Province and constructing Buddhist Viharas in their places and one 

cannot remain passive while the Sinhala Buddhist chauvinists continue to destroy 

Hindu temples and … http://www.tamilnet.com/art.html?catid=13&artid=32433  
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Migrants claim mass murders forced them to flee Sri Lanka 
Tamil migrants who arrived in British Columbia aboard a human-smuggling ship 

last week say they were fleeing mass murders, disappearances and extortion in 

their native Sri Lanka. 
http://www.vancouversun.com/news/Migrants+claim+mass+murders+forced+them+flee+Lank
a/3407470/story.html#ixzz0wseO7gZZ  
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Gotabhaya Rajapaksha at lessons learned commission  
Rajapaksa observed that the government is compelled to maintain a substantial 

military presence in the north to curb the possibility of the LTTE re-grouping 

again. He warned that the overseas LTTE network is still intact to a certain 

extent. http://www.colombopage.com/archive_10B/Aug17_1282053858JR.php  
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